
	

Tracy DeGraaf has spent nearly three decades as an executive mother in the industry of 
procreation. She, along with a small, but necessary contribution from Ron, her husband 
of over 28 years, has given birth to five healthy baby BOYS. As a significant contributor 
to the human race, she has won absolutely no awards, nor has she been recognized for 
achievement for her parenting role by anyone. 

Tracy has worked with many professionals during her prestigious mothering career, 
especially those in the medical field and poison control center. She carries a well-
stocked purse including a fresh supply of Band Aids, and is proud of the fact that she 
has never really needed the services of 9-1-1 (although they have responded to a 
handful of false alarms).  

Tracy is the author of Laugh Anyway Mom and her book has been praised by the late-
great comedy legend Phyllis Diller who said this: [Laugh Anyway Mom is] “A funny book 
that will make you laugh, cry, and take life as it should be – with a grain of salt!”  
 
Tracy is a breast cancer survivor and mammogram champion encouraging women to get 
their annual screenings. She’s coined the phrase “Jesus and a Mammogram SAVES!”  
 
Tracy has been a Christian for over 30 years and was trained for comedy at The Second 
City in Chicago. She speaks and performs at churches, corporations, and non-profit 
organizations bringing her humorous message of hope that even though Life Happens, 
it is possible to Laugh Anyway. She is especially passionate about partnering up with 
churches and doing outreach comedy events to introduce people to the gospel 
message. 
 
The DeGraaf family live in the Chicago area where the houses are spread out just 
enough so that no one is disturbed by the hullabaloo of a home filled with boys! 


